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Abstract

We present a theoretical study of the optical response of silver clusters, Agn n= 4,8,10,20,

complexed with the aryl thiols FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S− in an aqueous solution. The ab-

sorption spectra are found to be strongly modified by the adsorption of aromatic thiols with

a red-shift of the plasmon-like band, and the emergence of new excitations due to charge-

transfer transitions between thiols and the metal cluster. Our results highlight the influence of

the molecular orientation of thiol ligands relative to the cluster surface on the excitations. We

also analyze the appropriateness of substituting a thiol molecule by SH group. Calculations

have been performed using the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).

Introduction

The interaction between light and metal nanoparticles is a topic of great fundamental and tech-

nological interest with potential applications in many fields, such as nanoelectronics, nanooptics,

biosciences.1 In particular, the noble metal nanoparticles are characterized by their ability to sup-

port surface plasmons. However, their optical properties depend, amongst others, on the particle’

shape2–5 and the particle’ size.6–15 For example, small silver clusters have molecular-like optical

transitions and their spectra are composed from several narrow or broad peaks whose the positions

depend on the number of atoms that compose the cluster.8,16–18 As silver clusters grow, they lose

these molecular properties and develop a large, unique absorption band in the UV-visible region.

The emergence of this plasmon-like band has been showed to occur for clusters of about 20 silver

atoms.12,19 The plasmon band is redshifted as the cluster’ size increases.6,7,9,20,21 While medium-

sized clusters (several tens of atoms) present a main band near 4 eV,8,9,22,23 the nanoparticles of

about 8 nanometers in diameter show a strong optical absorption band near 3.2 eV.7,21 Let us note

that the optical properties can be also modified by mixing several elements together.23–27

Large efforts are engaged in the synthesis methods in order to control the size, shape and the

atomic arrangement of metal nanoparticles, on which depend their physical and chemical proper-

ties. As free metal nanoparticles are inherently unstable against thermal and chemical decom-
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position, one had to develop techniques to stabilize them. When metal clusters are produced

in gas phase, they can be accumulated and stabilized in a protective solid matrix.8,18,28 If they

are synthesized in solution, the stabilization of clusters may be ensured by the surface adsorp-

tion of strong ligands, like thiols, resulting in thiolate monolayer-protected clusters, consisted of

a metallic core that is surrounded by ligands.29–34 The adsorbed molecules provide original and

controllable properties to the clusters, mainly in the field of optical absorption or emission, and

enable a chemical fonctionalization. However, the optical properties of metal nanoparticles can be

affected by the adsorbate.14,29,35–37 The plasmon resonances of silver nanoclusters of 2-3 nanome-

ters in diameter protected by 2-phenylethanethiol, 4-fluorothiophenol, L-glutathione, were showed

to be strongly redshifted in comparison to the vacuum value (from about 3.8 eV nm to about 2.7

eV).32 Interestingly, Bakr et al29 were able to create aryl thiol coated silver nanoparticles that

show intense and broad non-plasmonic optical properties at intermediate size (diameter of silver

core of about 1.3 nm). Instead of the expected plasmon band, these nanoclusters present eight

distinct absorption bands covering the entire visible spectrum in the 375-850 nm range. They

were prepared in solution through the reduction of silver salt in presence of different aryl thiol

ligands: 4-fluorothiophenol, 3-fluorothiophenol, 2-fluorothiophenol, 4-methylbenzene-1,2-dithiol,

4-methylthiophenol, (2-mercapto-5-methylphenyl)methanol. The nanoclusters, which are likely

to be negatively charged, were shown to be stable in solution. Later, they were identified with

the molecular formula of Ag44(SR)30
4− by mass spectrometry and by sedimentation velocity-

analytical ultracentrifugation.38 Desireddy39 and Yang40 have independently published the crystal

structure measured by X-ray crystallography. The structure can be roughly described as a com-

pact, quasi-spherical Ag32 core capped by six Ag2S5 units. These six capping units are somewhat

complex structures, they are composed by four S atoms bridged by a pair of Ag atoms, which are

in turn bridged by a terminal S atom. Each sulfur is bonded to several Ag atoms, and only twelve

Ag atoms are not in contact with sulfur. Beside, the negative charge of −4 par nanoparticle was

deduced to the charge of positive conterions in the crystal. Then the high stability of Ag44(SR)30
4−

was attributed to a closed-shell 18-electron configuration.38–40 The electronic properties were char-
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acterized by calculations39 performed in the framework of density-functional theory, while the ab-

sorption spectra were simulated40,41 using the time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT).

In particular, calculations have shown the significant contribution from the aromatic ligands in the

optical transitions in the visible range, and also the need to take into account the negative charge of

the cluster. Others different crystal structures based on the motif of Ag44(SR)30
4− were recently re-

ported with different compositions of the metal core (Ag, AgAu, AuCu) and different ligands40,42

Thess experimental works give a good opportunity to investigate the transition from plasmon-like

to molecular-like behavior induced by the increasing ligand coating of a metallic cluster, and were

the motivation of the present work.

Here, we present a theoretical study of small silver clusters, Agn n = 4,8,10,20, complexed

with the aromatic ions FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S− in aqueous solutions. The hydrogen attached

to the thiol group in the free molecule is considered to be already detached and not included in our

calculations. As the complexes are expected to be negatively charged in solution, we consider here

some anionic complexes namely (FC6H4S−)m-Agn and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Agn, with m = 1−4 and

n = 4,8,10, together with [(FC6H4S)m-Ag20]2− and [(CH3C6H4S)m-Ag20]2− clusters. We first de-

termine the most favourable adsorption sites in the framework of density-functional theory (DFT).

For the geometry optimization, the initial geometries are build with the lowest-energy isomer of

silver clusters in gas phase on which one or several molecules are anchored, but all atoms are free

to relax in the process. Then, for each silver cluster, we study the evolution of its UV-visible ab-

sorption spectrum with the number of thiol ligands. In all simulations, the thiol ligand prefers to

adopt a down position in which the phenyl ring is in proximity with the metal cluster. However,

we also performed simulations enforcing the molecules into an upright position. We show that the

molecular orientation of thiol ligands relative to the cluster surface affects the optical response.

Spectra are calculated using the TDDFT method43–45 with a long-range corrected density func-

tional in order to give a more suitable description of charge-transfer excitations. Details of our

computational methods are given in the next section.
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Computational method

All calculations have been performed using the Gaussian09 suite of programs.46 Pre- and postpro-

cessing operations were performed by using the graphical interface Gabedit.47 Silver atoms were

described through a relativistic effective core potential (RECP) so that only 19 valence electrons

were treated explicitly and the associated basis set.48 For sulfur, oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen

atoms, all electrons were explicitly treated using a full double-zeta quality basis set.49 We have

checked the reliability of the basis set by comparing the optical spectra of the complexed Ag4

cluster with those obtained using the quadruple-zeta quality with polarization def2-QZVP basis

sets for all atoms.50 All calculation have been performed using the exchange and correlation den-

sity functionals named LC-M06L. LC-M06L is obtained by applying a long-range correction51 to

the meta-GGA M06L52 functional ("meta" denotes the inclusion of kinetic energy density, which

depends on local derivatives of the spin orbitals). The parametrization of M06L was performed

to reproduce some properties of metallic and organometallic systems. LC-M06L contains 0%

Hartree-Fock exchange at short range and 100% at long range. The range separation parameter

was 0.47. Recent works53,54 have shown that this functional gives good performances for simu-

lating the absorption spectra of silver clusters. Some calculations have been performed using the

hybrid functional ωB97X-D55 which contains an increasing amount of Hartree-Fock exchange at

long range (from 22% at short range to 100% at long range), and also includes empirical dispersion

corrections. Spectra are found to be very similar to those obtained at LC-M06L level (some spectra

are given in Supplementary information).

Complexes were studied in an aqueous solution. The solvant used in our calculations was the

water simulated with a polarizable continuum model (PCM).56,57

The initial geometry of silver clusters was taken from a previous work12 and locally reopti-

mized at the present level of calculation. One or several charged molecules were adsorbed on Agn

clusters. Many adsorption sites via S atom and several molecular orientations have been explored.

All optimization were carry out without symmetry constraints (C1 point group) and all atoms are

free to relax. In the case of Ag20, to reduce the computational cost, the geometry optimization was
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performed using the density fitting formalism58 and auxiliary basis sets to approximate Coulomb

potentials59,60 and also the positions of silver atoms were kept fixed.

The calculation of the optical properties in an aqueous solution has been performed in the

framework of the time-dependent density functional theory. All spectra presented in the figures

below give both a stick spectrum with the oscillator strength as a function of the excitation energy,

and a curve obtained by a Lorentzian broadening with a full width of half-height of 0.05 eV.

Results

Optimized structures and energetics

The structures for both charged FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S− molecules are given in Figure 1. The

lowest-energy isomers of (FC6H4S−)m-Agn and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Agn, with n = 4,8,10 and m =

1 − 4, can be shown in Figures 2,3,4. They are very similar for both families with the same

adsorption site of molecules and the same orientation of aromatic cycles. While the anchoring

of thiol ligands to the silver cluster occurs via a top position for small Agn clusters, it occurs via

bridge and face positions on Ag20 (Figure 5). In all cases, the thiol ligand prefers to adopt a flat-

lying position in which the aromatic ring is in contact with the metal cluster. The standing-up

position in which the ligand binds to the silver cluster into a perpendicular manner was found

not to be stable, though they are expected to be favored for large, fully covered metal clusters

because of the intermolecular interactions and the high surface density. In our calculations, Ag4

and Ag8 are not able to bind more than four molecules. Consequently, there is no intermolecular

interactions for stabilizing the ligands into an upright position. For each complexed group, the

S-Ag bond slightly increases (from 2.47 to 2.67 Å) with the size of silver cluster and the number

of adsorbed molecules. The adsorption energy per molecule are calculated to be in the 2.1-3.4 eV

range (Table 1). It generally increases with the size of the silver clusters, but it decreases as the

number of ligands increases. The Ag-S bonding are strong, and each species is very stable. The

atomic charges have been estimated through a natural population analysis (NPA).61 They show
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that each adsorbed molecule transfers a charge of about -0.3 au to the metal cluster, leading to a

total charge on metal part of -1.16, -1.38, and -1.46 when four ligands bind Ag4, Ag8 and Ag10

respectively. The charge on the sulfur atom is about -0.5 au in contact with the silver cluster, while

it is -0.68 au in the case of isolated molecule.

Table 1: Binding energy per molecule for both (FC6H4S−)m-Agn and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Agn

complexes with m = 1−4 and n = 4,8,10.

Complex Ebind/m (eV) Complex Ebind/m (eV)
(FC6H4S−)-Ag4 2.70 (CH3C6H4S−)-Ag4 2.87
(FC6H4S−)2-Ag4 2.55 (CH3C6H4S−)2-Ag4 2.69
(FC6H4S−)3-Ag4 2.31 (CH3C6H4S−)3-Ag4 2.48
(FC6H4S−)4-Ag4 2.15 (CH3C6H4S−)4-Ag4 2.24
(FC6H4S−)-Ag8 2.83 (CH3C6H4S−)-Ag8 3.05
(FC6H4S−)2-Ag8 2.70 (CH3C6H4S−)2-Ag8 3.13
(FC6H4S−)3-Ag8 2.87 (CH3C6H4S−)3-Ag8 3.02
(FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 2.74 (CH3C6H4S−)4-Ag8 2.95
(FC6H4S−)-Ag10 3.37
(FC6H4S−)2-Ag10 2.59
(FC6H4S−)3-Ag10 2.56
(FC6H4S−)4-Ag10 2.52 (CH3C6H4S−)4-Ag10 3.24

Absorption spectra

The absorption spectra for both charged FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S− molecules in an aqueous

solution are calculated to be somewhat similar with strong transitions at 4.63, 5.30, 6.94, 7.08,

8.02, 8.22 eV for FC6H4S− and at 4.73, 5.33, 6.88, 6.99, 7.85, 8.05 eV for CH3C6H4S− (Figure 1).

To the best of our knowledge, no experimental data have been published. For both species, the

excitations below 6 eV are mainly associated to transitions from the p-orbital of the sulfur atom

with small contribution from the p-orbital of carbon atoms to p-orbitals localized on the carbon

atoms of the aromatic cycle. The excitations above 6 eV implies essentially p-orbitals on the

carbon atoms of the aromatic cycle.

The UV-visible absorption spectra calculated in an aqueous solution for the most stable isomer

of both (FC6H4S−)m-Agn and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Agn (m = 1−4,n = 4,8,10) complexes are shown
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in Figures 2,3,4 together with the spectra of pure silver clusters. Spectra of bare and complexed

Ag20 cluster are shown in Figure 5. The present spectra of pure Agn clusters in an aqueous solution

show a red-shift compared with spectra previously calculated at the same level of theory in the gas

phase.53 For Ag4, the main transitions in the aqueous solution are calculated at 2.74 and 3.92 eV

(Figure 2), where as they were found at 3.12 and 4.30 eV in gas phase. For Ag8, the strong triply

degenerated peak at 3.85 eV in water (Figure 3), were calculated at 4.11 eV in gas phase. For

Ag10, two main bands are found both in solution and gas phase. They are centered at 3.12 and 3.95

eV in solution compared to 3.45 and 4.17 eV in gas phase (Figure 4). The absorption spectra of

bare Ag20 cluster shows a main band centered at 3.80 eV, composed of several transitions at 3.59,

3.73, 3.76, 3.84 and 4.01 eV respectively (Figure 5). This band is redshifted compared to the band

calculated in gas phase at 4.09 eV.53 The present redshift obtained for small clusters is consistent

with the redshift measured for nanoparticles of 1.3 nm in solution compared to gas phase.29

The adsorption of one or several thiols on silver clusters leads to significant changes in the

spectra with a broadening, damping and shift of the main bands together with a dispersion of

the oscillator strengths on the states in all the visible and UV domain. For complexed Ag4, the

position of the main transition near 2.8 eV is little changed by the adsorption of thiols but the

oscillator strength strongly decreases (Figure 2). For Ag8 and Ag10, in addition to the reduction of

its oscillator strength, the main band is redshifted by about 0.6 and 0.3 eV for Ag8 (from 3.85 down

to 3.22 eV) and Ag10 (from 3.12 down to 2.85 eV) respectively. When increasing the number of

adsorbed molecules, the spectra become very rich with many peaks well scattered on all the range

of energy, at both low and high energies. In the case of Ag20, the adsorption of an unique thiol leads

to a strong damping and broadening of the main band, but the plasmon-like behavior is preserved.

When several molecules are adsorbed, the plasmon-like band is redshifted (from 3.80 down to

about 3.25 eV), and the band is no longer isolated, it is surrounded by peaks at both low and high

energies. The observed red-shift of the plasmon-like band can be explained by the negative charge

on Agn, due to the charge transfer which occurs from sulfur to silver atoms.

In Supplementary information, we give the absorption spectra of (FC6H4S−)m-Ag10, m = 1,2,
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for several adsorption sites on the metal surface. The calculated spectra show a very weak depen-

dence on the sites of adsorption.

Three types of excitations are expected: local transitions on silver clusters, on thiol molecules,

and charge-transfer transitions between Agn and aromatic cycles.37 As an illustration, we show

in Figure 6 the electron density difference between the excited and the ground states for the main

peaks of the spectrum of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8. Light grey (red online) regions correspond to the

depletion of the electron density during the transition, while dark (blue online) regions correspond

to an increase of the electron density. It appears that the low-energy excitations (below 3.5 eV)

are due to transitions mainly localized on silver atoms without any significant participation of thiol

molecules. All the other peaks (above 3.5 eV) are due to charge-transfer transitions from silver

clusters, and S atoms in a relatively small contribution, to aromatic cycles. The very large number

of such charge-transfer excitations is responsible of the dispersion of peaks in all the UV-visible

domain.

Discussion

Experimentally, there is no doubt that the thiol ligand binds to silver atoms via the thiolate bond,32,39,40

but the molecular orientation on the surface can be questionable when the anchoring occurs on a

preformed cluster.62 To investigate the influence of the molecular orientation on the optical re-

sponse, we have tested structures in which the ligand binds to the silver cluster through the sulfur

atom in a perpendicular manner ("up position" relative to the metal cluster). In Figure 7 we com-

pare spectra of Ag8 and Ag20 complexed with ligands either in down position (the aromatic rings

are in proximity with the metal cluster, case (a) in Figure 7), or into an upright position (case (b)

in Figure 7). The spectra of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 and (CH3C6H4S−)-Ag8 with ligand in position "up"

show a broadening of the main band compared to the spectrum of the bare Ag8 due to a spatial

symmetry breaking and a lift of the degeneracy, but the spectra are still plasmon-like and stay

somewhat similar to that of the pure Ag8 cluster. Hence the spectrum of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 with
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ligands in position "up" strongly contrasts with the spectrum where ligands are in position "down"

in which the interactions between silver atoms and the aromatic cycles lead to a scattering of the

optical response on all the range of energy. When an unique ligand is adsorbed on Ag20 clusters,

the plasmon-like behavior is still present whatever the orientation of the ligand. But if the ligand

adopts a position "down", the plasmon band is strongly broadened and damped, while it is nearly

unaffected when the ligand is in position "up". When several ligand bind Ag20 (6 and 10 ligands

are considered in Figure 7), the spectrum is strongly modified with many new transitions above 3

eV whatever the position adopted by ligands. However, the plasmon band is still visible when the

ligands adopt the position up, with a redshift of about 0.5 eV, whereas it almost disappears if thiol

ligands are in position "down".

Figure 8 highlights the influence of the molecular orientation on the excitations. When the

ligands adopt a flat-lying position in which the aromatic cycles are in contact with the metal atoms

(case (a) in Figure 8), all the optical transitions result from a strong interaction between the metal

cluster and the aromatic rings, and transitions are mainly associated to charge transfers from silver

atoms to carbon atoms. In contrast, when the ligand adopts a upright position (case (b) in Figure 8),

we can find local excitations on silver clusters without any contribution of thiols (excitations at

3.23 and 3.28 eV). This is the plasmon. The other transitions, either at lower energies or higher

energies, are associated to charge transfers from the thiols (mainly from sulfur and with a less

important participation of carbon atoms) to the metal cluster together with local excitations on

silver cluster. In conclusion, the orientation of ligands modifies the shape of the spectra and also

the type of excitations in the optical response.

The experimental spectra measured for the monolayer protected silver nanoparticles Ag44(SR)30
4−,

where the ligand was FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S− amongst others, show several distinct bands cov-

ering the 375-840 nm range of energy.29 In particular, the nanoparticles coated by 4-fluorothiophenol

in solution present some peaks at 3.30, 2.99, 2.56, 2.30, 1.93, and 1.48 eV, whereas the plasmon

band is at 2.82 eV in the solution.29 The multiplication of the peaks is due to the electronic influ-

ence of the ligands on the metal core. This experimental behavior is consistent with our present
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simulation in which the plasmon-like band in small silver clusters is damped when the clusters

are coated by ligands and the spectra clearly show a transition from plasmon-like behavior to

molecular-like behavior with the emergence of several bands at both low and high energies with

the increasing coating. Our calculations attribute the emergence of the new peaks to charge-transfer

excitations between the aryl thiols and silver atoms. The redshift of the remaining plasmon-like

band with the increasing coating is also consistent with the experimental results on clusters of 1.3-

2.7 nm in diameter.29,32 It can be explained by the increasing negative charge on Agn, due to the

charge transfer which occurs from sulfur to silver atoms.

In simulations, it is common to replace a thiol by a SH group in order to make the calculations

more tractable. In Supplemental information, we compare the spectrum of [Ag8(SH)4]4− to that

of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8. As expected, [Ag8(SH)4]4− is a correct representation of the complex when

the ligands are in an upright position, i.e. the spectrum of [Ag8(SH)4]4− is similar to that of

(FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 when ligand is in "up" position, and when the molecular orbitals implied in

transitions present a strong sulfur character. But of course, the simplified model does not take into

account the interaction between the aromatic cycles and the metal surface, and the spectrum of

[Ag8(SH)4]4− strongly differs from that of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 where the ligands adopt a flat-lying

position. We also give spectra of [Ag20(SH)6]2− and [Ag20(SH)10]2− which lead to the similar

conclusion, i.e. the substitution of aryl thiols by SH groups can be used to reproduce the effects

of thiols anchored into an upright position when the excitations present a strong sulfur character

without any significant contributions of aromatic thiols.

Conclusion

We have presented a theoretical study in the framework of the time-dependent density functional

theory of the optical response of some aryl thiols coated silver clusters. Although the standing-up

position in which the ligand binds to the silver cluster into a perpendicular manner is expected to

be favored for large, fully covered metal clusters, thanks to intermolecular interactions, the clusters
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investigated in the present study, Agn n ≤ 20, are found to be too small to accept a full covering.

Consequently, the intermolecular interaction can not stabilize the ligands in "up" position, and the

ligand tends to adopt a flat-lying position in which the phenyl ring is in contact with the metal

cluster. Our calculations show that the adsorption of aryl thiols, either in an upright position

or in a downright position, on silver cluster leads to a red-shift of the plasmon-like band and the

emergence of many new excitations associated to charge-transfer transitions between thiols and the

metal cluster. These excitations present a strong sulfur character, but also a significant contribution

of the aromatic cycles when the ligand adopt a flat-lying position. The substitution of the thiol

molecule by a SH group is justified only when the molecule adopts an upright position and the

excitations present no significant contributions of aromatic thiols. Future work could be devoted to

extending the present calculations to larger metal clusters for which the full covering occurs with

ligands into an upright position.
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Figure 1: Absorption spectra of FC6H4S− and CH3C6H4S−.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the absorption spectra of (FC6H4S−)m-Ag4 and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Ag4 com-
plexes as a function of the number of adsorbed molecules.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the absorption spectra of (FC6H4S−)m-Ag8 and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Ag8 com-
plexes as a function of the number of adsorbed molecules.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the absorption spectra of (FC6H4S−)m-Ag10 and (CH3C6H4S−)m-Ag10
complexes as a function of the number of adsorbed molecules.
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Figure 5: Absorption spectra of [(CH3C6H4S)m-Ag20]2−, m=1,6,10, and [(FC6H4S)6-Ag20]2−.
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Figure 6: Isosurface of the electron density difference between the excited and ground states for
some of the main peaks of (FC6H4S−)4-Ag8 clusters. Red colored regions correspond to the de-
pletion of the electron density during the transition while the blue regions correspond to the accu-
mulation of electrons.
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Figure 7: Effects of the molecular orientation on the absorption spectra. The thiol ligands are either
in a down position in which the aromatic rings are in proximity with the metal cluster (a), or into
an upright position (b).
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Figure 8: Isosurface of the electron density difference between the excited and ground states for
some representative peaks of [(CH3C6H4S)6-Ag20]2− cluster in two different configurations: the
thiol ligands are either in a down position in which the aromatic rings are in proximity with the
metal cluster (a), or into an upright position (b). Red colored regions correspond to the depletion
of the electron density during the transition while the blue regions correspond to the accumulation
of electrons.
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